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BOOK REVIEWS
This book is a collection of the papers given at a symposium on alcohol
metabolism held in Detroit, Michigan, on April 11 and 12, 1968. For
students of the effects of ethanol on metabolism and on hepatic ultra-
structure this is an excellent source of the data on which the various
theories are based. It is not a good source for those interested in the
relation of ethanol to diseases seen in man. As in all symposia, some sec-
tions are more valuable than others.
The book is divided into five parts. The sections on the "Determination
of Alcohol" and "Zinc and Alcohol Dehydrogenase" are a mere introduc-
tion to their subjects. "Metabolic Effects of Alcohol - Experimental"
contains excellent summaries of the acetaldehyde condensation reaction
with alphaketoglutarate, alcoholic hypoglycemia and the effects of ethanol
on lipid transport, catechol amine metabolism and oxytoxin release. The
best section is "Effect of Alcohol on Tissues and Organs." Hartroft
summarizes those experiments that suggest it is caloric imbalance in
association with ethanol ingestion that results in liver injury, while Lieber
summarizes those experiments that have led him to believe that ethanol
itself, independent of nutritional factors, results in toxic liver injury. In
addition, there are excellent papers on the ultrastructural changes that
occur in hepatocytes following ethanol ingestion. The weakest section is
that on "Clinical Aspects of Alcohol Metabolism" in that important areas
are either ignored or treated superficially.
All in all, this book is a readily available collection of many important
experimental approaches to the effects of ethanol on metabolism, and, for
the beginner, will serve as a good introduction to the field.
ROBERT SCHEIG
THE BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WATER POLLUTION. By Charles G. Wilber.
Springfield, Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 1969. 296 pp. $23.75.
The most important conclusion from reading this book is that relationships
between water (and waste) compositions and aquatic life are complicated,
and that message alone should be helpful in informing those who take a
simplistic view of the subject.
In writing this book "the author has selected references which to his
mind seem most useful to illustrate pressing problems in the biological
aspects of water pollution" and presented them for an audience of "biolo-
gists, engineers, administrators, and others involved in water pollution
problems." In terms of a book that can be read rather rapidly to provide
a picture of some of the complexities and subtleties of the field, he has
succeeded.
The book is marred, however, by uneven writing and by a lack of
precision and clarity when details are examined. The author presents a
reasonable survey of the literature, but abstracts of research publications
are too often inaccurate or unclear. The discussion of the effect of copper
(page 63), for example, indicates a copper content in sea water of as
much as 95 mg/liter (Table 5-II), and it is stated that various species
have threshold toxicity values of 0.1-3 mg/liter. Some more explanation
is needed. On page 152 there is a discussion of the Advanced Waste
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Treatment Research conducted by the Public Health Service and a notable
lack of distinction between the treated effluent and the residual wastes,
which one would assume to be what is referred to as "advanced wastes."
There are too many such examples in the book.
CHARLES A. WALKER
SYMMETRY AND FUNCTION OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AT THE MACRO-
MOLECULAR LEVEL. Nobel Symposium No. 11, Edited by Arne Engstrom
and Bror Strandberg. New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1969. 436 pp.
$29.50.
This symposium has been organized with some care, to bring together
those workers in biology whose outlook is both "molecular" and who
have some facility in speculation. The macromolecules whose symmetry
and function we are invited to consider are proteins or protein-associated
structures such as membranes. What symmetry can we expect in the
face of the clear asymmetry implied in the primary structure of proteins,
asks Jacques Monod? Symmetry of function, he replies. The theme is
announced, the variatiorns follow. Protein function can be explained as
association with subunits, proteins and other molecules, small and large.
Changeux, Kilkson and Wyman discuss membranes, Valentine the sub-
unit arrangement in enzymes, Rossman and associates write on lactate
dehydrogenase and Schuster on hemoglobin. Klub, H6glund, and Kellen-
berger look at their virus data from the point of view of symmetry of
interaction of the proteins.
Another theme emerges. Scheraga (with Gibson, Scott, Nemethy and
other associates) summarizes the successive refinements in energy minimi-
zation techniques aimed at calculating the conformation of polypeptides
from their primary structures. Ramachandran gives a familiar account
of the methods of establishing contact criteria in macromolecules. Liquori,
coining new words for old phenomena, talks on th "Stereochemical" code.
In these articles we feel less the application of the "grand design" than
the slow, back-breaking task of rooting out the correct mathematical
values for interactions that must underlie protein conformation.
The harsh notes end, Malmstrom supplies the coda. Surely symmetry
exists, but there is evidence for asymmetric sub-unit containing enzymes
also. There is no single principle of symmetry that relates to function and
it is all too easy to oversimplify.
This is an interesting volume. It is a pity that all the discussion has
been left out and that there is no index.
FRANK F. RICHARDS
THE HUMAN MIND. Edited by John D. Roslansky. New York, Fleet
Academic Editions, Inc., 1969. 164 pp. $16.95.
This book is an omnium gatherum consisting of seven presentations
delivered to college students. Three chapters deal with the brain; the
other four with philosophy, ethics, and a description of the work of the
Nobel Foundation. This last is a useful guide for potential Nobel Lau-
reates. Kety's chapter on biochemical aspects of mental states presents
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